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make die thing a tale of spiritual beauty as M. Arnold
does* * The flesh is too much with him/ But Iseult's
prayer, alone in Cornwall, praying for Tristram and yet
not renouncing or repenting her sin, is a very finely and
powerfully imagined tiling.
. .. We got up to find a glorious sun in a cloudless sky,
and it has been so all day, and yet cold enough to make a
long walk all invigorating and not a whit fatiguing..,.
The beauty, the variety, the delicacy of line—so grand and
yet so exquisitely and finely cut—of these mountains is
indescribable. . . . Then by die dark, lonely tarn, with
lots of snow lying by it—and, I should have said, snow
everywhere marking the anatomy of the mountains—we
began our descent to Pattcrdale and Ullswater. This is
the grand side of Helvellyn, and nothing on earth could
look wilder and grander than the Striding Edge of him—a
bleak precipice looking to the Ullswater direction—so to
pleasant lowland woods—often looking back and talking
of Gardner and Harnack and also of more healing
things,. ..
To-morrow we start at 10,0 in our own carriage like
gentlemen, drive to Scathwaite, walk over Styhead Pass to
Wastwater, lunch, and back to Buttermere, via Blacksail
Pass and Ennerdale*
Warminghatn Rectory,
From Rw. F. G. Ellcrton	Sandbach
August n, 1902
. , . Yes, I have read the MattA., which of course I
saw was yours, and I agree with most of it most cordially.
What you say about his contribution to theology is well
said and true on the whok*
And I can't for the life of me see the point of yqur
Monica line.1 The other two quotations, I grant you, are
poetry itself (and most characteristic of Matt), out I do
* M« Arnold'* sonnet: " Monica's Lait Prayer **. The line referred to is
" Thu* Monica: *nd died in Italy/*

